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Macropine Matters by Ozzie – more Rupert Reminiscences
It was a long time ago that I first met young
Rupert Bear (Rupert and Ozzie B144). My full
name is Oswald, but Australians tend to be
friendly and informal and I have always been
known as Ozzie. I was travelling around the
countryside near Nutwood in an old car that I had
hired with a camera and an umbrella. The first
item was very useful for taking photos of the
beautiful countryside, but I hadn’t needed the
brolly which people seemed to call it although my
Australian friends had said I would always need it
even in an English summer!
I saw Rupert and Bill Badger with their cricket
gear on Nutwood Common as I was taking photos
of the distant villages such as Popton and Robin
Down. Although I am far too old to play cricket
now, I was overjoyed when Bill invited me to play
a game with them. Rupert put in the stumps that
he was carrying, and Bill marked the bowler’s end
with my umbrella. After a few gentle strokes as I
faced Rupert’s bowling which he and Bill fielded, I
couldn’t resist a slow delivery and hit it so far it
became lost in some long grass and bushes.

Now Ozzie does enjoy his cricket,
Though batting off a sticky wicket.
I went into Nutwood with them so that I could
buy them a new cricket ball, but we had no luck in
the sports and games shop as the owner, Mr
Mudge, had completely sold out of cricket balls. I
wrote down Rupert’s address and said that I
would call on him sometime to make up to him
for losing his ball. Later that day I called on
Rupert and his parents and was invited in for tea.
I asked Mr and Mrs Bear if I could take Rupert to

see the wonderful procession in the great city
which was about to take place. They gave their
permission and I said that I would call back later
in the evening and we would drive through the
night. Rupert slept under a travelling rug for most
of the journey and he only woke up after I had
parked in a back street of the city. We then ate the
sandwiches that Mrs Bear had prepared for us.

Ozzie, invited to stay for tea,
Turned into a liability.
Soon music and cheering could be heard, and I
lifted Rupert onto my right shoulder so that he
would have a good view of the Queen.
Unfortunately, we lost contact as the procession
ended and it still upsets me now to remember
how I had lost young Rupert. Fortunately, he is a
very resourceful bear and he managed to get back
to Nutwood by some sort of underground railway
operated by Mr Mole. Rupert had found my lost
penknife before leaving London and also his
cricket ball when he next went on Nutwood
Common. By the time he returned home with the
ball, I had arrived to tell his parents how I had
lost him the previous day. I was overjoyed when
Rupert rushed in as I was explaining to Mrs Bear
that I had lost her son. I returned his coat and the
flag he had waved at the procession and he gave
me back my penknife. I then stayed to tea, but this
was not the only time I met Rupert.
A few months later I met Rupert again (Rupert
and Ozzie’s Medal P38). Before returning to
Australia I visited a foreign land to teach some
people how to play cricket. The sheik of this
country awarded me a gold medal as he said that I
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had done his country a great service. I visited the
Bear family to show them my medal. I asked
Rupert if he could show me the underground
railway that he had used to travel from London to
Nutwood after we had become separated on our
visit to watch the Queen’s procession.

This was all due to Rupert wearing my gold medal
so it would not get lost when he found it at the
bottom of the steps and Mr Mole thought that he
deserved preferential treatment as he must be a
Very Important Person. Mr Bear invited me and
Constable Growler back to his cottage for a cup of
tea and Rupert caught us up to hand me back my
gold medal and to say that Mr Vole who was an
engineer had repaired the flap of the iron
manhole cover and that it worked perfectly now.
It seems that whenever I see Rupert, he has an
adventure.

Rupert’s lifted, better to see,
But lost, alone, quite soon he’ll be.
When Rupert showed me the manhole cover
that concealed the steps that led down to the
railway, I lifted it up with my umbrella.
Unfortunately, my gold medal went tumbling
down into the hole. Rupert volunteered to go and
get it, but the manhole cover closed after he had
gone down the steps and I was unable to reopen
I went for help and found Mr Bear and
Constable Growler but even with three of us we
were unable to prise the iron manhole cover
open. Suddenly Rupert appeared running down
the road and explained that he had taken the
railway to Nutchester and Mr Mole had arranged
for a car to drive him back to Nutwood.

He’s treated like a V.I.P.,
It fills his little heart with glee.

The medal. Well, there was no trace!
But now it’s back in rightful place.
The last time I saw Rupert did not involve the
underground railway at all. I had returned from
Australia to the Nutwood area near Daisy Hill
(Rupert and the Old Motor Car P87). I had bought
a plot of land which was rumoured to be the site
of an ancient camp a long time before Nutwood
became a village.
As I was digging Rupert appeared and I offered
to give him a drive in my old car which I had hired
again when I had arrived from Australia.
However, my tyres were all flat and we saw the
Fox brothers running away and giggling. They
had let them down so I had to inflate them before
we drove to Rupert’s cottage to ask his parents if I
could take him for a drive.
I am sure Mrs Bear was glad when I said that I
was only intending to drive around the nearby
countryside and not go further than villages such
as Pussyville as I don’t think she would have
trusted me to drive as far as London after what
had happened the last time we had gone there.
Anyway, after she agreed we drove off, but the car
began rattling. When I stopped to see what the
matter was, I realized that a string with a lot of tin
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cans tied to it had been fixed onto the back of my
car. Constable Growler appeared and said that he
had just seen the Fox brothers running down the
road, so we realized who had played a prank on
me.
After a few miles my car stopped moving
because it had overheated due to running out of
water. Rupert took an empty petrol can from my
car and went to get some water. He returned with
a full can and said that he had met a hermit called
Aldo who had told him a story about a giant called
Wulfric the Mighty. Wulfric had blocked a spring
of fresh water with a large boulder which was not
allowed to be moved by another hand. I used my
car and a strong chain to move the rock so that
Aldo’s goats would have far more water to drink
and I had not broken Wulfric’s ruling that no hand
could move the boulder.
When I told Aldo that I was looking for the site
of an ancient settlement before Nutwood
appeared, he said that he had an old scroll that
was written by a friar hundreds of years earlier. It
showed me where I should dig and as we drove to
the correct area, we saw Bill and Algy who
wanted to help us dig for the buried camp.
Constable Growler appeared with the Fox
brothers who apologized for the pranks they had
played and as a punishment Constable Growler
made them fill in the hole that I had dug in the
wrong location. The first of us to find something
was Rupert who found an old helmet which might
have been worn by Wulfric himself.

Rupert, while digging at a site,
Found something good – we thought he might!
One day I hope Rupert comes to visit me in
Australia. Mr Bear thinks that Rupert has an
Uncle Bruce and Aunt Sheila who we could look
for as they had gone walkabout in the desert, and
he did not have their address. I would show him
koalas and explain that they are not bears so they
would not be relations of his and we could use my
old Australian car and explore the desert. We
could play with my boomerang in the outback and
look for witchetty grubs while I played my
didgeridoo. I am sure that we would not get
separated and that we would have a wonderful
time.
Mike Williams

From Nutwood to Weatherfield – another Rupert fan uncovered

Spotted in the
Daily Express on
20th December
2019,
William Roache
includes Rupert
among his six
best books
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Rupert and Penzance
Stuart Trotter, who as we know is the current
Rupert
illustrator,
has
been
especially
commissioned to create and produce a piece of
artwork for Penzance. The artwork sees Rupert
enjoying a day on St Michael’s Mount.
The idea came about when Penzance based
artist, Stella Rose Benson, was looking through
the 2012 Rupert Bear Annual and realised that
one of the stories, The Bosun’s Chair, was
possibly set on the Mount. Stella contacted Stuart
and asked him, whereupon the answer was “Yes”,
indeed the story had been inspired by his visit to
St Michael’s Mount a few years ago. Stella then
asked Stuart if he would like to produce a piece of
artwork especially for Penzance, and Stuart
agreed.

The idea is that the unique artwork will bring in
some more visitors to Penzance and, as 2020 also
happens to be Rupert’s Centenary, it could be said
that the picture is also in celebration of Rupert
being 100 years old and still loved by many
children and adults today.

The original artwork is to be unveiled to the
public on Saturday 25 April at 12.30pm by
Stuart at Penzance Railway Station Ticket Office.
A rhyme has also been written especially for
Penzance to go with the artwork:
It was a happy circumstance
That brought young Rupert to Penzance,
Till on St Michael’s Mount he plays,
Forgets the tide and there he stays.

The framed artwork, with the rhyme, also
includes a beautiful quality printed reproduction
in poster form. Both can be seen, from 25th April
in Penzance station ticket office area.

Maybe any Followers who live in the general
area would like to pop in to the unveiling, see the
lovely artwork and say “hello” to Stuart.

GWR very kindly sponsored the display of the
artwork.
Special thanks for permitting us to feature this
artwork in the Newsletter to
Stuart and to
Stella Rose Benson, artist and author
We are very impressed with the super rhyme by
Jude Irwin. author, artist and illustrator

Rupert’s Centenary acknowledged
How many of you subscribe to The Oldie Magazine?
Those of you who don’t may be interested to know that in the
March edition Gyles Brandreth, who we know is a longstanding fan of Rupert, has written an article celebrating
Rupert’s Centenary.
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Newsletters Revisited
Continuing our policy of reprinting interesting articles from earlier issues of Nutwood and the
Nutwood Newsletter, adding colour illustrations to make them more appealing.
This article first appeared in Nutwood No. 6, December 1985 and provides a superb explanation of
the ‘Rupert’ printing process

Rupert at the Printers – the Greycaines Years by Steve Denholm
The Greycaines
printing press as
depicted in
Adventure Series
No.22

My interest in the magical world of Rupert was
reawakened only recently, more than 25 years
after reading the Annuals as a child in the late
1950’s. Reading the stories again with ‘adult eyes’
I was reminded of their gentle humour and
tremendous imagination, but I had not before
appreciated the excellence of the illustrations.
Working as a graphic designer at a printing
company, I could not fail to have a professional
curiosity regarding the artwork and how it was
reproduced.
The first thing I needed to discover was how the
artwork was prepared for the Annuals. It came as
a great surprise to find that whilst Bestall
produced the line drawings for the stories, the
majority of which were originally intended for the
‘Daily Express’ newspaper, the colouring of these
stories for the Annuals was done by the printers.
The company responsible for printing the
majority of the Annuals from 1936 until the early
1950’s was Greycaines of Watford and London. I
was very fortunate in being able to contact the
man responsible for the colouring work at
Greycaines, Arthur Joll, foreman of the artists’
department and camera room.

Arthur Joll –
Greycaines
Rupert
Annual
colourist

He kindly answered the many queries I had
about his contribution to the Rupert stories even
though it must seem strange to him that there
should be such interest in what may have been
just another job in the life of a busy printworks. I
suspect, however, that a lot of enthusiasm as well
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as expertise went into the production of the
Annuals.
The technique for colouring the stories from
1936 to 1939 was fairly crude. The black line
drawings had only red added to them.

The red colouring on the 1936 to 1939 Annuals sometimes
varied in density and was also at times mis-registered

This was done by taking an impression from the
printing plate made from the line drawings on to
another plate with a non-reproducing mauve ink
The areas to be printed in solid red were drawn
with inks directly onto a light-sensitive plate.
Where tints (areas composed of many small dots
of solid colour to give ‘half-tones’) were required,
these were applied by inking a sheet of celluloid
with raised dots on
with a roller. This
would then be
applied to the plate
by hand pressure.
Where no tint was
required, the plate
was gummed to
leave the shape
required to print.
The plate would be
exposed to ultraviolet light and then
developed.
This method continued up until 1940 when it
was decided to print the Annuals in four colours –
black, red, blue and yellow. By using these colours
it was possible by overlapping the inks to obtain a
wide variety of colours. For example: yellow ink

printed over blue produces green. The process
previously for producing the red plates would
now have to be repeated for the yellow and blue.
This meant that the finished colour scheme would
have to be worked out in the heads of the artists,
as there was no coloured original to work to.
They would not know exactly what the finished
result would be until it was actually printed as
they were working in black ink only and directly
onto the plate. This led to some spectacular
results with unusual colourations, some of which
must have been accidental. Unfortunately, this
method is laborious as well as unpredictable, and
after only two years another method was used.
It was decided to do an original watercolour
overlay and reproduce it in the same way as one
reproduces a colour photograph. Alfred Bestall’s
illustrations were supplied on thin card so that
they could be laid on a retouching frame
(basically a sheet of glass with a strong light
underneath); then a sheet of thin watercolour
paper was laid over the drawings where, with the
strong light shining through the card, it was
possible to see the lines of the illustrations. The
watercolours could then be applied in the same
way that one would normally paint a picture,
making it possible to introduce all the subtleties
of the watercolour medium.
This system of overlays has other advantages:
Firstly it means that the original artwork is kept
intact for possible reprints. Secondly, any
mistakes can be rectified or changes made

With the 1940 and 1941 Annuals there are many
examples of colour mis-registration, and there are also
interesting variations in colour density in the same
pictures in different copies of the books due to the
print inking method used
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without damage to the original. Thirdly, and most
importantly, the artist can see what the finished
result will look like. The colouring of the overlays
was in fact done by a team of two or three artists,
including Arthur Joll. They were then checked by
Stanley Marshall (‘Uncle Bill’) or Alfred Bestall
before the colour separations were made from
them.
In this process, coloured filters are used to
separate the various colours into the three
process colours used in full-colour printing. These
colours, cyan, magenta and yellow, when printed
together in varying tints of solid colour, merge
together to give the impression of gradated
colours, and also by overlapping produce all the
colours of the original.

taken off. The image area will accept ink but not
water and the non-image areas vice versa. Thus
the plates are dampened continuously by rollers
and then inked.
In the lithographic process, the image on the
plate reads correctly, but the letterpress and
gravure are back-to-front. This is because the
image is transferred directly from the plate to the
paper in both letterpress and gravure. In
lithographic printing, however, the image is
transferred – or ‘offset’ – onto a rubber blanket
wrapped around another cylinder. This image is
then transferred to the paper, hence the term
‘photo-offset’.

Colour mis-registers also appeared in
earlier examples of later printing
This is apparently how panel colouring was done
before Florence Studio and Doris Campbell became
involved. Adventure Series 22, Colour Mixers

From the resulting negatives plates can be
made; in the case of Greycaines they were
lithographic plates. Lithographic printing – or
‘photo-offset’ – works on the principle that grease
and water do not mix, the grease being the
printing ink. The plates for lithographic printing
do not have raised printing areas as in letterpress
printing, or recessed printing areas etched into
them as in gravure printing. The lithographic
plates have a light-sensitive coating on them,
negatives are placed on them and then they are
exposed to high-intensity light. This causes a
chemical reaction to take place: when the plate is
developed the coating that has been exposed to
light remains, whereas the areas that were
masked by the black areas of the negative are

Each printing plate produced could carry as
many as 24 pages which gives some idea of the
size of the plates. The four plates, one for each of
the three process colours and the black which
carried the line drawings and the text, were run
on large printing presses which could print 2 or 4
colours (i.e. 2 or 4 plates) at each pass of paper
through the machine. The printed sheets would
then be folded, collated and sewn or stitched
together. The hard covers would then be glued
on, this method being known as case bound or
edition binding. It is the most permanent way of
binding a book, but also the most expensive so
that when the Second World War imposed severe
restrictions on printing, the binding had to be
made cheaper.
The board covers were replaced by wraparound soft covers from 1942 to 1949. A further
economy was introduced from 1946 to 1949
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when the pages were stitched with wire from the
side instead of thread stitching through the fold
(saddle stitching). This wire stitching method was
quicker and cheaper but it does not stand up to
hard wear nor open flat. I do not suppose,
however, that anyone could have foreseen that
these ‘disposable’ children’s books would be so
much sought after forty years on.
Another company that printed the Annuals
during the 40’s was Harrisons who were
obviously well-established as they proudly
advertised in the back of the Annuals that they
were ‘Printers to His Majesty the King’. Nothing
but the best for Rupert!
In 1950, the hardcovers returned and with them
a necessary part of the case-binding process, the
endpapers. Bestall took this opportunity to
produce more superb paintings and could
exercise more freedom of subject matter, their
purpose being strictly decorative as against the
‘hard-sell’ nature of the covers. 1950 also saw
several other printers being used in addition to
Greycaines. The Purnell, Jarrold and Greycaines
versions are so similar that
they must all have worked
from the same artwork and
colour overlays.
In 1951, however, L.T.A.
Robinsons
produced
an
Annual in competition with
Greycaines that had the same
line drawings but totally
different colouration. The
only possible explanation is
that Robinsons produced
their own set of overlays,
presumably in effort to prove
to the ‘Daily Express’ that
they could do the complete
job and possibly take the
work away from Greycaines.
The differences in colour
are so great that they could
not have used the same overlays, and as
Robinsons were printing by the gravure process
they could not have used Greycaines’ plates. Also
because of discrepancies in the size of some of the
illustrations in the two versions, I do not think
they can have used the same negatives.
In 1952, Robinsons and Taylowe produced
versions of the Annuals, and again there were
major differences in colourisation. (It is

interesting to note that the Robinsons edition has
Willie Mouse incorrectly coloured as ‘Rastus. The
Taylowe version is correct.)
Sadly the last Greycaines Annual was printed in
1953, the reason being, according to Arthur Joll,
that they could not compete economically with
Robinsons who, I believe, had just installed new
printing presses. From then on the Annuals were
printed gravure by Robinsons, with the notable
exception of the superb 1956 Annual by Jarrolds.
In my opinion, however, the lithographic process
is more suited to reproducing the watercolour
work. Greycaines continued to print some of the
Adventure Series but they are no longer in
business today.

In 1952 ‘Rastus
Mouse featured
on the title page
of the Robinson
printing, and it
was Willie Mouse
in the Greycaines
and
Taylowe
versions of the
Annual.
There
were also many
colour differences
internally
throughout
Both colour variations and image sizing
occurred between the 1951 Greycaines and
Robinson versions of the Annuals as shown on
next page
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My grateful thanks to all who have helped me in compiling
this article, and special thanks to Arthur Joll without whose
untiring assistance the article could not have been written –
Steve Denholm

From the
Archives:
Following on from
the above article,
not much is known
about Arthur Joll,
foreman of the
artists’ department
and camera room
at Greycaines.

A delve into the
archives
reveals
that a visit by
Alfred Bestall in
1946
prompted
this letter from
him.
We hope you find
it informative and
interesting.
The Archive Elf

